Tomorrow Deadline For Turning In All Blood Donor Cards

Saturday is the deadline for turning in donor cards for the Blood Drive for Defense. Anyone who wants to help can be seen at the Worcester Art Center from 1 to 4 p.m. Saturday.

Sorority Rooms Open for Men 4 Days Weekly

Fraternity Plans Schedule for Approval; To Modify Program

The committee on Administration of the Interfraternity Council made arrangements for the L.A.A. on April 3. His topic will be "The Future of the Small College," and the scheduled speaker is Paul Schweikher, an architect from Roselle, Illinois.

The Worcester Art Center will be holding the 3rd Annual LUC Drive on February 16 in Appleton. Bands will play at this event.

Film Classic's Torment this week is a sadist on two people completely in his power.

Psychological Thriller, 'Torment,' To be Shown Sun. at Art Center.

You'll feel like hissing the villain, too, when you see Lawrence Film Classic's Torment this weekend. The Swedish psychological thriller will be screened at the Art Center at 1:30, 3:30, 5:30, and 7 p.m. on Sunday, November 4.

The film, running an hour and a half, is produced by Swedish film company, the Swedish Film Company, for the Film Company of Sweden in 1953.

Singers and dancers from the Pyrenees mountains will appear on the chapel stage at 8:30 p.m. this evening in the second of three shows sponsored by the Beaux Art's Ball. The program will include the typical music, dance, and pageantry of the Basques.

- Scott Mabry

- Lawrence Daily Leader

- Lawrence Daily Leader

- Lawrence Daily Leader
E. C. Moore Resigns in Favor Of Position With Music Concern

E. C. Moore, associate professor at the Lawrence conservatory of music and director of instrumental music in the Appleton public schools, has resigned to become educational director of the G. Leblanc company, Kenosha.
The Kenosha company is a six-year-old branch of one of Europe's most respected musical instrument manufacturers, which has had its headquarters in Paris, France, for more than 200 years. The operation done at the Kenosha plant is to assemble woodwinds which have been previously crafted in Europe.
Moore will start his public school teaching on Nov. 7, and will continue temporarily at Lawrence two days a week until a replacement can be found. His college work will be concentrated on Monday and Tuesday, both class and private instruction. He will turn over to bandmen, and attend clinics and clinics for distribution, preparation and instruction, and attend clinics and clinics for distribution, preparation and instruction, and attend clinics and clinics for distribution, preparation and instruction, and attend clinics and clinics for distribution, preparation and instruction.
Resignation of the firm, Moore will be responsible for the preparation of teaching aids, band books, and many single pamphlets and charts for distribution to bandmen, and attend clinics and clinics for distribution, preparation and instruction.

Handel's great oratorio, the Messiah, with Beethoven's Eighth Symphony, will be offered December 1, 3 p.m., in collaboration with the Appleton High School Band and the annual All American Day program Sunday, Nov. 11. It will feature men over the age of 60 who are in the college band to Willard Robb, music, who has had a good deal of band experience.

The next five weeks will bring forth five entirely different musical activities. These programs will range from a voice recital to an orchestra concert and the annual presentation of Messiah.
Phyllis Alpha Iota, men's honorary professional music fraternity, is to offer its annual musicale. They have chosen by Nancy Van Rooy the Wednesday evening of November 8, for her Junior Recital. She is a third year voice major in the college. The principal work will be, "First Religious Convocation of the 1951-52 school year is scheduled for Thursday morning, November 8, with Reverend James H. Arnold, bishop of the Chicago Theological Seminary, as the principal speaker.
A coffee hour for students and faculty will be sponsored by the Student Christian association Thursday afternoon beginning at 3:30 p.m.; to give all interested persons a chance to meet the Reverend Arnold. A coffee hour for students and faculty will be sponsored by the Student Christian association Thursday afternoon beginning at 3:30 p.m.; to give all interested persons a chance to meet the Reverend Arnold.

Conducting the fall orchestra concert on the afternoon of November 4 is the orchestra. The principal work will be, "First Religious Convocation of the 1951-52 school year is scheduled for Thursday morning, November 8, with Reverend James H. Arnold, bishop of the Chicago Theological Seminary, as the principal speaker."

Handel's great oratorio, the Messiah, will be offered December 1, 3 p.m., in collaboration with the Appleton High School Band and the annual All American Day program Sunday, Nov. 11. It will feature men over the age of 60 who are in the college band to Willard Robb, music, who has had a good deal of band experience.

Sweaters have turned "turtle" for new fashion emphasis. Steady long sleeve pull-over. 5.95
New bat wing sleeve pull-over. 5.95

Brushed Rayon Gowns by Munsingwear
Feminine frills frame your face in this nylon not frayed brushed rayon gown of the right. Long sleeves with tight wrists. Aqua, yellow or pink, sizes 14 to 20. 5.95

When You're Looking
For Gifts...
You'll Find Them at
The Treasure Box
205 E. College Ave.

Keynotes by...
HEID

"He just bought it at Heid Music Store, and can't bear to leave it at home."

H. C. Prange Co.

Spender a snug, warm winter in soft-as-rainwater

H. C. Prange Co.
SEC to Nominate Committee for Better Student-Faculty Relations

Student Executive Council has decided to form a committee of five members, with faculty and student representatives, to discuss student-faculty relations and recommend changes to improve them. The committee will be nominated for the next meeting, and the nominations will be held in Beloit.

AAUP Plan Discussion

A proposal discussing the AAUP plan for higher education was presented at the meeting. The proposal was debated, and the matter was brought up for discussion at the next meeting. It is expected that the proposal will be further discussed and possibly approved.

LWA Flash

The LWA sing is scheduled for November 2, 1951, from 10:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Each dormitory will vote on new pep songs to be judged.

CHESTERFIELD - LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

We certify that Chesterfield is our largest selling cigarette

by 3 to 1

SIGNED: PROPRIETOR

3 to 1

Because of MILDNESS

PLUS NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

... AND ONLY CHESTERFIELD HAS IT!
Cellars, Serenades Satisfy: Greeks Turn to Bloodshed

by John

We applaud the level-headed way that the dispute over frat basements is being worked out. The spirit of cooperation between the Greeks and the ruling class has come a long way since those first few hectic days. However, the Greeks must be on their toes for the peaceful air may be forgetting that the issues must eventually be resolved.

The serenades of the last few weeks have been enjoyed by all. It's a real pleasure to hear most of the old songs sung again and again. In a few weeks the mobile Red Cross blood unit will be on the campus. It will be a good opportunity for the Greeks to replenish the supply they have made up. They have done so far has been good but it should be perfect, at least among those who have. There can be no kidding about this. Blood is needed by the Red Cross for the men in battle. For those of us in our soft berth here at Lawrence, giving a pint of blood, small as it is, it will help to keep us here.

Capítulo: Consider the promises in the Delt column of last week were partially correct. Jim Brown pinned Theta Ann Martin.

Kappa Delta

Henry is busy getting ready for exams and thus hasn't been very social-minded this week.

Henry, among other things a loyal football fan, said to be sure and tell our great football team what a swell job they are doing and we all hope they continue to do as well. Henry is pretty optimistic about it all, though.

Henry asks all K D's to turn out for our hockey game this Friday, to cheer, to cheer. After all Henry ray can only do us much.

Henry has those words of advice to the Arline: Watch out for those hockey sticks!!

Henry's joke of the week: Ha, ha, that's rich!

Old Note: Who the hell is Henry doing this year?

Theta Phi Alpha

Chi Omega

It's a mighty cold night for our serenade, but we sure are having fun. Thanks to Van Roy for trying to keep us in those perfect pitches, may she find the feeling tomorrow.

And the ladies with their Strawberries and Cream were quivering with emotion.

Yes, Van Roy's five insurance didn't pay off this year on her "We guarantee it doesn't break, so we're keeping her Zip higher than the pumps", as we're keeping her Zip higher than the pumps.

We're going to be mighty busy this week and next with nine week. Don't let the hockey sticks ruin your quietude and all the activities, we keep your tea all pointed in the same direction, cash, and we'll be waiting.

Alpha Delta Phi

What a serenade, What a game.

Comments on Serenade: It seemed it was either a little windy or the Thursday night or perhaps our "collegiate" voices were too high for the Big Ego to hear when we serenaded. We hope that certain fraternity is satisfied after we gave them a personal anthem Friday night. Thank you for the "Thank You" Big Ego and C. E. E. Moors.

Glad to see all you kids at the Lawrence-Ripon game. It's good to see some pep back in our college spirit. Let's keep it up! Victory to the team for a terrific game. We're well done!

Comments on our Formal:

Delt Phi: "In Our Eyes" was the theme song of our formal some opening and opened the first dance. Puppies were everywhere.

Phi Beta Phi: "Learning to Love" by Ray Steck.

Phi Delta Theta: "I Don't Like the Way It Feels" by Doug Reimer.
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Library Displays
Book Jackets of New Receipts
Sections Include Drama, Government, Religion, Philosophy, Art, Poetry

The bulletin board outside the library entrance, at the present time, displays book jackets representing the new books received by the library.

The display is divided into six sections: art, philosophy and religion, poetry, drama, fiction, criticism, government, and biography.

Vikes Seek 6th Straight Win; Eye Title Sat. at Monmouth

Scots Average 200 Lbs. In Line; Brooks Is Outstanding Back

The Lawrence college Vikings will be seeking their sixth straight victory in as many games of the season if they can knock off Monmouth Saturday. The Vikings will play the Monmouth team on the home field at Monmouth, Minn., in the first contest of the two schools' conference seasons.

Monmouth has a big line against the Vikings, but there is plenty of tackle on the Scot squad. The Scots have Roy Brooks, 137 pound center, who does not only hold a consistent running threat, but also does the passing and running for Coach Eichhorn's eleven. Brooks is rated as one of the outstanding backs in the conference.

Although Real Marshall is still out, it is hoped that Ed Geese has recovered sufficiently to return to the Vikings' team. Outside running back seems to be a good position for him.

The Monmouth boys have been working hard to get themselves into shape. Their coach, Dr. Nathan Sonnely, is instructing the Air Science cadets in aerodynamics, which concerns the study of motion, theory of flight and physics of flight.

Harriers Defeat Ripon, 47-15 Sat.

Zimmerman 1st; Hoel, W. Jones, Horstman, Boshko Score in Row

Coach A. C. Dennis's high-flying Lawrence college Harriers coasted to an easy 47-15 victory over Ripon last Saturday in the opener of the Yellow Jackets' season.

Rob Woodruff edged tandem defender Jim Seger of Ripon for a goals, 3 for individual honors over Ripon's 2.3 on senior guard Andrew Horstman. Zimmerman's time was 14:42, with 12:15 over for Ripon.

Following Hoel in order were W. Jones, Zimmerman, Horstman, four, and Wayne Backus.

Jim Seger and Dick Tharrak pulled out the Vike's attack.

Ceremonies welcoming best Marquette university, one of the conference teams, ran from three in a row and is gradually removing itself from the Vike's threat.

CASC Announces Student Aid Exams In Various Fields

The U. S. Civil Service Commission has announced an examination for Student Aid (Trainees) positions in the fields of chemistry, physics, mathematics, metallurgy, and engineering, paying yearly salaries of $2,500 and $2,650.

This examination is of special interest to junior and senior college students in the above fields and to prospective Student Aid Trainees who hope to participate in the training programs of the various federal agencies and to become acquainted with the work of these agencies, while they are still attending school.

To qualify in the examination, applicants must pass a written test and must have received one-half (or paying $2,500 for the bachelor degree for a bachelor's degree in their specialization). A grade of 70 or better is required for entrance.

Further information may be obtained from the Student Aid office, Civil Service regional office, or from the U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington 25, D. C. Applications will be accepted at the Commission's Washington office until December 4, 1951.

Rusheen Flips Faux Pas

The Daily Trojan, University of Southern California, tells the story of how David Rusheen, who slipped into a security house to escape an all-nighter, says: "My goodness, I just love your house. It's the prettiest place in town, so pretty, and I've just heard so many stories about it, it's so pretty, but I'm sorry—I've forgotten what house I'm in.

Perhaps still smiling after hitting the Ripon Rodens a 26-7 defeat, Lawrence's senior Vikes begin to think of tomorrow's important game with Monmouth, with the possibility of at least a tie for the Midwest conference championship resting on the outcome. The Lawrence seniors shown above are, left to right, Jack Neishem, "Moose" Webers, Bill Bates Jacobus, Bob Reetz, Dick Boys, Neal Marshall and Bill Nitzsche. Marshall, because of a shoulder separation, will probably be lost for the Monmouth tilt.
The situation was much the same this year. Poor officiating led Lawrence to label "dirty" football. Lawrence held its peace, but the Carleton newspaper went out on the limit and stated, "Carleton won the game of football, but Lawrence won the football game." At least the Carleton student body was willing to admit that the football team, a representative of the school, had done wrong.

We wonder what the Oklahoma student body thinks. We doubt if they have looked upon the incident with too much indifference, these school officials condemned the action, whereas Carleton's press put a brave face on truth right in the public's eye. All in all, one might say that it's better to have officials calling the rules accurately than to have newspapers and a vocal minority of the public holding up the real story.
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from the editorial board

four dollars

Within the next few days you will be approached by an LUC solicitor. This will be your one chance this year to show your appreciation for the hard work of your fellow students and to support your college. For less than half the price of a ticket to a football game you can own a share in Lawrence. Four dollars probably seems like a lot of money but for the cost of four dollars you can own a share in something that has brought you to Lawrence, the education you have received here.

from the editorial board

ROSES

It is gratifying to hear that there were no "insidiosities" this year in an- tion of the Ripon - Lawrence homecoming game in spite of the fact that it was in the windy, rain-soaked weather. The high school phones calls were re- eived at Brokaw Hall Friday night from a small group of Riponites evidently eager for a treat. The only reply they received was that Lawrence was going to be a home team, and as far as that goes, it woulldn't soon forget— but not before that.

from the editorial board

convocation ups and downs

Convocation seems to be a source of recurrent complaints to the students at Lawrence College. This is not to say that the students do not enjoy the traditions of the gatherings. The problem has been made more acute by the fact that a large number of the student body were surveyed in the twelfth annual convocation survey conducted by ROYTC. When an occasional Convocation would last until 12 o'clock at a time when the students were at the men's dorms particularly and getting out to the gym by one o'clock.

Convocation attendance this year has shown marked improvement, given the fact that as long as Convocation is at the Lawrence College curriculum it is to be hoped that this good attendance will continue. Many of the convocation's certainly a great deal of interest in liberal arts program and serious students are appointed to attend. Their final test will be at the end of the month when they will take comprehensive examinations, which are part of the curricular program.

dess with fulfilled,

Roof comes in on prof

(MCP Arts) The Roman, University of the Silver and Gold, University of Colorado, students attending a morning lecture recently got exactly what they paid for— a roof. Apparently their restlessness hardly adds to Convocation's effectiveness, in fact it is very distracting.

It is probably unfortunate that Convocation and ROYTC drill will occur again next spring on the same day, but since this is the case the program is set to appear to be of no interest. The rush on Thursday noon to a certain degree is justified. First, if it is not already the habit, a forty-five minute time limit should be set on Convocation. If campus spokesmen were informed of this we are certain that most of them will be quite willing to comply. It is also up to the student body to cooperate by getting into the classroom on time. If the program must be started five, ten, or even fifteen minutes early, it obviously cannot be ended by 11:45.

If these suggestions are followed it should be an aid to relieving the problem that comes up every Thursday noon.

by Fred Kersten and Peter ic- ton

We spent the whole week searching for something to complain about, and to further confirm the fact is the major obstacle to giving opinions on those who consider this column as having strictly anti-appeal. There were found two particularly vexing items of which complaints are justified.

The first of these concerns the rather meager allocation of seats available to students for the art series. We do not wish to this as a sign of ingratitude, for we fully realize that the cost of these tickets to ourselves is small, and as far as that goes, it is appreciated. The fact remains, though, that in years past there has been a considerable demand for seats, but the results have left us with no choice but to limit the number of students who will be considered for the art series to a much smaller number.

In the beginning, the Art Series was presented mainly for the benefit of the general student body. Since then the number of tickets available has been growing larger. It has fin- ally reached the size at which the students are completely sold and attendance is guaranteed. This is prob- ably the main reason of student attendance at this function has been getting smaller.

Of course it is thoroughly under- stood that the tickets to the art- series are necessary for a helpful amount of tickets which can be sold to the public.

accelerated course in experimentaiton at goucher college

(B.E.) The first group of girls to enter a top- rated college will have to go through a unique educational experience at Goucher College this semester, for the college is conducting a unique experiment in educational testing, one of the most advanced and highest school graduates and all are between fifteen and sixteen and a half years old— well below the usual age for admission to college.

The program is being conducted by the Ford Foundation for the Advancement of Education to find out whether or not well-qualified girls can get speeded up in the educational process. President Otto F. Krae- mer has stated that he believes girls can take the college course in two years instead of the usual four.

The experiment will determine whether these unusually talented young women, as judged by assorted academic criteria, can be accelerated in their studies and still produce average college graduates. It is the belief of the Ford Foundation that if the experiment is successful, it will provide a possible solution for the problem of the accelerated program.

"This is gonna be the damnedest cross country race I ever seen!"

open letter to mr. kirk

Every Lawrentian should be proud of the recent additions to the campus. As the factors of financial and endowment tests, a school like Lawrence, can be fully observed and guided in both the administration and financial operations. If Lawrence wishes to become a college, it must be galling to accept office on not only a minority of the students over a three year period.

The experiment will determine whether these unusually talented young women, as judged by assorted academic criteria, can be accelerated in their studies and still produce average college graduates. It is the belief of the Ford Foundation that if the experiment is successful, it will provide a possible solution for the problem of the accelerated program.

"This is gonna be the damnedest cross country race I ever seen!"

by Ingraham

Churchill and Eden are back in power — though not by secure majorities. For Mr. Churchill, who studied the Labour party as the minority party, it must be galling to accept office on not only a minority of the students over a three year period; and thus the mutual distrust enlarges. The necessity of carrying out whether or not well-qualified girls can get speeded up in the educational process.
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